254	Sections peculiar to individual recensions
13.	Whose foot does not dance at once, when it is scorcht with hot gravel ?
"Who has not the power of speech when drunk [sekima; cf. English slang * soused ']
with mango-juice?  But he who can to some extent stir into motion both these
powers by (artistic) elixirs that gush with torrents of nectar, he is truly without a
peer at all times.
14.	There are many poets, each brilliant in his own way, who busy themselves
at their own pleasure with the art of poetry, which is the refuge of the wise in
this unprofitable round of existence. But 'tis rare to find some genuine poet, who
can produce or speak milk-sweet words, exquisite in composition."
Thus the king praised his reverend guru Siddhasena. Once upon a time, in the noble
Vikrama's assembly hall, which was enlivened by the entertaining exhibitions [keli,
amusements] of artisans skilled in all the arts, the reverend guru Siddhasena spoke
this wise saying:
15.	" If this Fortune was produced by yourself, then she is a daughter;  if by
your father, she is evidently a sister; if she is the result of intercourse with others
[punningly: if she has intercourse with others], then she is not your wife;  so
the minds of the wise are bent on renouncing her."
Hearing this the king, who was ever quick to give heed [" was a crest-jewel of listen-
ers "], was startled in his heart, and reflected: " Ah, it is indeed true that this Fortune
is worthy only of being abandoned, not worthy of being enjoyed [useful for charity,
not for personal enjoyment]. For:
16.	(Even) stupid men mount upon seats of ease, and those who possess them
upon elephants and horses; betel and such (luxuries) are eaten by actors and
libertines; elephants and other (beasts) devour food; even sparrows and other
(birds) dwell in mansions.   Such creatures are not fit objects of praise.   That
man is truly worthy of praise upon earth who actively engages in giving to
people then- desires [or, perhaps: who virtuously gives to people their desires]."
Thus reflecting in his heart the noble King Vikrama paid the debts of the whole earth
by an enormous largess, sufficient to fulfil to the extent of their desires the petitions
of multitudes of beggars; and (in so doing) he introduced a turning-point in the era
of Vardhamana [the founder of Jainism. See my Introduction, p. Iviii],
Jainistic Recension, Section IX
Intellectual entertainments at Vikrama's court
Now in his assembly there were many skillful and learned men, of whom Siddhasena
was the chief; there were logicians, and interpreters of signs, and scientists [astrono-
mers ?], and Vedantic philosophers, and scholars in the law, and historians, and rheto-
ricians, and literary artists [alamk&rin, literally decorators], and mathematicians, and
physicians, and sorcerers, and others. Exhibiting their understanding of the joys of
dialog and conversation on various learned subjects, they repeatedly praised the king
(in their compositions). Thus one would say:
1. 'Twas on perceiving the mighty flame of your glory manifested, O hero, I be-
lieve, that ^aanbhu [£iva] put the divine river (Ganges) upon Ms head and took
ids stand near the lake of Manasa; the beloved of Qrl [Visnu] carried her [the

